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Boston Coastline in 1630

Prior to the filling in of Back Bay, East Boston, Fenway and other human-made parts of Boston.
Data source: Metropolitan Planning Organization, MA. 2011.

Boston Coastline in 2100

Model based on 7.5 foot of flooding from sea level rise and extreme weather events.
Data source: Boston Harbor Association, MA. 2010.

Introduction
This project began with a simple visual observation: Maps of the Boston coastline from 1630 look
remarkably similar to those which predict its future
coastline in 2100. And both of those look profoundly
different from the Boston we know today.
In 1630, Boston was a mere 487 acres defined by
three hills: Copp’s Hill, Fort Hill and Trimountain. Over
the next 260 years, Bostonians chopped down these
hills and trucked in gravel by horse and buggy, filling
the marshlands at the city’s edge to quadruple its land
mass. The Public Garden, the Back Bay, Fenway/Kenmore, and Logan Airport exist as a result of this massive land-making project.
In 2010, the Boston Harbor Association worked
with researchers to produce a map that visualized possible flooding scenarios due to
climate change and sea level rise. What is striking when you look at this map is how close it
is to the one from 1630. The possible projected seven feet of sea level rise means that the
Public Garden returns to a wild marsh, the Back Bay becomes an actual bay, and Interstate
90 reverts to a canal.
Another way to say it: the future is not new. The future is past. And the past may be
our future. If residents of Boston were able to truly understand this reality, might we take
action to prevent it and prepare for these changes to our climate and city?
Climate change is global and huge. And comprehending this problem and its enormity
is difficult, which may contribute to the lack of concrete action and transformation needed
on the part of the individual, city, and state to slow or stop this catastrophe. But what might
be possible if the effects of climate change on our bodies and our city were brought down
to a human scale? This is the goal of Boston Coastline: Future Past. It is to scale this
pressing global issue down to that of our city and our bodies.
On June 19th, 2015, we crafted a “walking data visualization” to test this concept. With
a group of more than 30 participants, we walked a section of the past and future coastline,

from the Boston Public Library to the Boston
Common. Along the way, we paused to listen to
short talks by three guest speakers who shared a
variety of perspectives on the future and past of
Boston’s relationship to the water. The speakers and
excerpts from their talks are displayed in the pages
that follow. Throughout the event we participated
in a performance conceived by artist Andi Sutton,
who invited guests to choose and wear customized
messages, stencils that spoke their hopes and fears
for the future. Guests wore them throughout the
walk, engaging in conversations with passers-by and
printing these messages on the asphalt at the
Boston Common in a final gesture of dialogue,
action, and contemplation.

Map of Boston, 2100, with projected 7-foot storm surge.
Courtesy of the Boston Harbor Association.

We walked, we paused, we walked, we paused.
At key points, the speakers embodied the future and
past water line by climbing a ladder marked with the
depth of the flooding scenarios that are projected
for the year 2100. This left the listeners, at most
locations, under the water. The performative space
of this future/past scenario was marked by a rope
that extended from the ladder around the crowd.
We were performers and poetic protesters,
making visible the past and future flood lines of
Boston by tracing them with our bodies and our
feet. Throughout, the stencils gave voice to the
Map of Boston, 1835. Courtesy of the Boston Public Library.
imagined and poetic losses expected, hoped for,
or feared in the future. At the end of the walk, participants laid them on the ground in a
long line up a Boston Common pathway, creating vibrant prints with pigmented sand that
served as a temporary witness to the future and the past that, without present climate
action and cultural transformation, we might see again.

— Catherine D’Ignazio & Andi Sutton, 2015

Catherine D’Ignazio

Assistant Professor of Civic Media & Data Visualization, Emerson College
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The goal of what we are doing
today is to understand, with our
bodies and not just our heads,
that the past and the future of
the city of Boston could look
alarmingly similar.
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Andi Sutton

Performance Artist and Program Manager,
Graduate Consortium in Women’s Studies at MIT
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Since 2011, I have been talking with members of the public about things that
might go extinct in the years to come. Participants’ ages have ranged from 5
years old to 97 years old. Their hopes and fears for extinction are what you
see here today in the form of stencils that range in topics from racism to old
growth forest to throw-away culture.

This afternoon I invite you to
remix the hopes and fears
of others by choosing your
own message and wearing it
throughout the walk.
These are provocations that illustrate the variety of possible futures that
could be in store for city of Boston, the human species, and the earth. As you
walk you wear that message portending a possible future, witnessing this
pending future loss and announcing it to the world around you.
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We walked, we paused.

We walked, we paused.

Vivien Li

President of The Boston Harbor Association
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I’m only at one foot, and this
makes a big difference already.
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It wasn’t until superstorm
Sandy in 2012 that there was
a real wakeup call.
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Our elected officials, the
public, we all looked at the
devastation in Long Island, in
New Jersey, in New York, and
said, “oh my.”
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If this storm had hit Boston
five and a half hours
earlier, we would have also
had a significant part of
Boston inundated. So we
were lucky that not only
superstorm Sandy—but as
Brian Swett will tell us, a
number of storms afterwards
(Nemo and others)—if they
hit at high tide, it would have
been devastating for us.
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Now we’re standing in
the Back Bay of Boston,
filled in land.
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If sea level rise is to occur at the level that it has been projected in some
instances the water could, at high tide, top the Charles River Dam. We
need to start to think about how we can protect our areas.
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Because we filled in so much of our land, it is extremely vulnerable. Land
that really shouldn’t be there is there right now, and it’s the most vulnerable. The thing that helps us the most though is that we have 34 harbor
islands in Boston Harbor. They create a bit of a barrier, unlike New York
which is totally exposed. But they obviously can’t help us in a big storm.
We really need to think about the relationship of the future coastline to
human activity - for example, in the North End where developers want to
extend their buildings right over the water.
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Brian Swett

Former Chief of Environment, Energy, and Open Space for the City of Boston
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We missed hundred year
flooding events in Boston
because the storm surges hit
at our low tide as opposed
to our high tide.
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Nemo and a number of nor’easters that dump a lot of snow were also high
wind events, which is a big problem because that’s the worst time to have a
flooding event, there’s usually already snow and ice on the storm drains. So
we’ve been lucky lately.
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And that is not something we
want to continue to rest our
hope and safety on.
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We’ve
experienced,
from 1920 til
today, about
10 inches of
sea level rise.
Half of that
is actually
from land
subsidence,
and half of
that is from
sea level rise.

Going forward, we
anticipate an additional 6
to 16 inches by 2050, and
3-6 feet by 2100. About 30
percent of Boston’s land
mass is filled tideland. No
one is suggesting that we
do nothing, but often times
when we talk about the
costs of action, we don’t
weigh it against the costs of
inaction. And the costs of
inaction for Boston are
that we no longer have a
viable city.
Landscape architects are
some of our best friends
going forward. Parks and
open space are going to
be a critical aspect to
solving climate change.
The reality is great
infrastructure has to be
part of our solution going
forward. Go hug a landscape architect and think
about green architecture
and open space as part of
the solution. This can be
a vibrant and vital city
going forward if we do
it correctly.

People gather in this
spot nearly every day
to honor its history—
to feel its presence, its
aura.
When the show Cheers
debuted on NBC in
1982, the Bull and
Finch Pub, founded
in 1969, came to be a
symbol of Boston.
Eric Gordon

Director of The Engagement Lab, Emerson College
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In 1982, Boston Magazine would call it the
city’s best bar because it would become a
representation of a Boston much bigger
than itself. The show went off the air in
1993, but not until 2002 did the bar officially
change its name to Cheers Beacon Hill, and
the interior still looked nothing like the
television set.
The inside and outside of the fading television memory continues to be imprinted on
the landscape of Boston. This space is televisual: tele means far off, and visual means
pertaining to vision. The experience of being
in Cheers’ past and present is part of the
landscape and part of a collective imagination. It is televisual. Boston is televisual.
Since beginning as a European settlement
originally situated on a narrow peninsula
jutting precariously into the Atlantic, Boston
has been televisual, filled with imaginations
of a future not there. And as the centuries
wore on it filled with deference to a history
long imagined. Boston is a hybrid of real and
imagined spaces. But the city’s water lines—
its rivers, ports, underground sewer systems,
and beer taps—have consistently defined
the edges of the televisual imagination. Water is unforgiving, even for the imagination.
So while Boston has consistently pushed
the boundaries of its water lines, these very
same boundaries are pushing back.
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The city’s televisual imagination is
being challenged by rising tides, a
shoreline obstinately asserting itself
irrespective of the will of engineers.
The lines in front of the Cheers bar,
generated by a team of imagineers in
the 1980s and reinforced by city planners and tourist boards in the decades
that followed, are diminishing.

On both fronts, the lines are
slowly erased by the relentless
lapping and occasional flooding of
information and rising tides.
The televisual imagination always bolsters certain values and people. And when lines
are drawn, there are always people on the other side. The Puritans televised their vision
and excluded the Native Americans. The Brahmins televised their vision and excluded
non-aristocrats. White people televised their vision and excluded minorities. The
televisual imagination of this city is expansive and limiting. No matter what the televisual
spectacle, the reality of water lines is limiting. So as the tides in Boston rise, and the
waterlines change, it is the token upon us in this televisual American society to continue
our broadcast.

And as our ankles are submerged by
the waters of the Charles River, it is
our responsibility not just to watch
television, but to make it.
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Now that you have worn your
messages of fear and hope
for the future, we will imprint
them on the ground for others
to read. Lay them down in
order to form a timeline of
the future.
This sand is tinted with natural
biodegradeable dyes. Take it
and use it to stencil your future
extinction on the sidewalk of
the Boston Common.
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Andi Sutton

Artist and Program Manager, MIT
Andi Sutton is an artist whose practice explores the
ways that performance art methodology can create
new models for community development, climate
activism, and social transformation. Working in a
solo and collective context, her projects incorporate
dialogue, eco-activism, food, television and street
intervention, video, performance, and installation.
She has received grants from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology Council for the Arts and the
LEF Foundation and is the winner of the MFA
Traveling Scholars Award (2010) and, along with
The National Bitter Melon Council, the Artadia
Art Award (2007).
Her works have been shown internationally at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA) (Los Angeles, CA, USA), The Western Front, (Vancouver, BC, Canada), the Yerba Buena
Center for the Arts (San Francisco, CA, USA), the SMART Museum (Chicago, IL, USA), Universidad Nacional (Bogota, Colombia), the Anthology Film Archives (New York), the Frederick R.
Weisman Art Museum (Minneapolis, MN, USA), among others. She is also Program Manager of the Graduate Consortium in Women’s Studies at MIT.
www.andisutton.net
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